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Whoa!
Thanks for
giving me this
truck, Uncle
half-mast!

You’re
welcome!
These old Army CUCVs
require lOts of PM,
so make sure you take
good care of it.

Happy Holidays
from PS!
Give your equipment the gift of PM.

What’s in a Name?
We get one question a lot,
even from Army old-timers…

Why are you called PS Magazine,
not PM Magazine?
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Just
like
that
Maybe it’s a tip
PS stands for
postscript, like
the P.S. you add
to a letter.
Not many
folks send
handwritten
letters
anymore, but
that little P.S.
lives on and so
do we.

P.S. at the end of
letters, we’re an
“Oh, by the way...”
extra dab of info.
in our case, maybe
it’s a change or
addition to a TM.

on how to make
or improve a
tool. Maybe it’s
a shortcut to
solve a pressing
problem.

We can get out the
word before the
TM is updated.

Maybe it’s just
added info that
makes your job
a little easier.

A lot of things
have changed over
the years. But one
constant is our
mission: helping you
maintain and use
your equipment.

PS 757

congratulations,
it’s a TB!

We pass on ways
others have
found to make
things work
better, safer,
easier, cheaper.
You tell us, we
check it out and
pass it on.

Keeping you
up-to-date
and in the
know is why
we’re here,
no matter
our name.
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M1-Series Tanks…

How to Skirt Disaster

time to work on
your suspension!
let’s get those
skirts open.

When you’re
working on the
M1’s track and
suspension, it’s
dangerous to
open two skirts
on the same
hinge point.

noT so Fast!
remember what
haPpened last
time?

you betTer
read what the

TM says about
skirt safety!

Opening two skirts on one hinge point is dangerous!
WHOA!

That’s because
the skirts are

extremely
heavy. The
hinge points are
between skirts
1 and 2, 3 and 4,
and 5 and 6.

if the hinge breaks while the skirts are open, someone could be
seriously injured or killed when the skirt falls.
Check for
missing or
damaged
hinge
pins when
opening a
skirt.

Check
hinge pins
at top…

…and bottom for damage

A bad or
missing pin
also
puts you in
the same
danger.
Check out the info in the -10 TM and don’t skirt over those skirt warnings!

PS 757
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M109A6 Paladin…

Tube Temperature Sensors
				
Gone Bad
Man, my gun tube
Sure is gEtTinG hOT!

you nEeD TO
Get YOur TtS
CHeckEd Out!

Dear Editor,
We’ve found quite a few malfunctioning tube temperature sensors (TTS),
NSN 5999-01-368-5291, while changing out gun tubes on the M109A6
Paladin.
Bad gaskets allow water
Rust makes TTS malfunction
and moisture into the housing,
causing rust on the thermal
resistor terminal, NSN 590501-319-2611. The TTS
malfunctions and you won’t
know if the tube is cool enough
to safely fire a round.
We recommend removing,
cleaning and testing the TTS,
as well as replacing the shielding
gasket, NSN 5999-01-3685088, during annual services.

Shielding gasket

Pirner Hans-Juergen
Maintenance Activity Vilseck
Vilseck, Germany

Editor’s note:
Excellent suggestion,
sir. You certainly
aren’t rusty
when it comes to
maintenance!

PS 757

Remove,
clean and
test sensor
and replace
shielding
gasket
annually
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M109A6
Paladin…

inspect Damper Springs
For Cracks
well, time
to do your
quarterly
services
again!
great!
don’t
forget to
check my
damper
spring
for
cracks!

Dear Editor,
We’ve been finding broken damper springs, NSN 5360-00-802-2525,
when adjusting the Paladin’s breech operating cam during quarterly services.
We suggest that
Damaged
mechanics remove the
damper
spacer sleeve, NSN
springs, NSN
5365-01-295-2518,
5360-00-802so they can inspect the
2525, can’t be
damper spring for cracks
before adjusting the
seen unless
breech operating cam.
spacer sleeve is

removed.
Remove
spacer
sleeve to
inspect
damper
spring for
cracks

Spacer
sleeve

Pirner Hans-Juergen
Maintenance Activity Vilseck
Vilseck, Germany

Broken damper spring

Editor’s note: Another great suggestion, sir! Mechanics, you’ll find the procedures
for doing the quarterly breech operating cam adjustment in TM 9-2350-314-13&P
(IETM EM 0339, Dec 14).

PS 757
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M119A3 Towed Howitzer…

Power
Cable
Design
Changed

Looks like we need to get
another 8W0 cable for your
FCC. This one’s going bad.

Oh, goody!
I wonder
WHiCh One
They’Ll
seND?

Dear Half-Mast,
The 8W0 cable assembly, NSN
5995-01-604-0451,
is
an
important component that connects
the M119A3 towed howitzer’s fire
control computer (FCC) to the
artillery power distribution assembly
(APDA).
The cable now has a new design,
so it looks a little different from the
old cable. Which cable you get when
you order a replacement depends on
what’s available in supply.
But don’t let that throw you.
Both cables work just the same
and there’s no difference in how the
cables are installed or removed.
Can you help get the word out?

New 8W0 cable assembly…

…and old 8W0 cable assembly

Ray Muskeyvalley, Jr.
Sustainment Engineer
TACOM

They look different, but work the same

Dear Sir,
I sure can. And thanks for the heads up. Crewmen and mechanics, the 8W0 cable
is shown as Item 3 in Fig 1 of TM 9-1015-260-24 (May 13 w/Ch 1, Jan 15).
If you get a new cable you think is bad, follow the troubleshooting procedures
in the -24 TM. If the cable is bad, file a product quality deficiency report (PQDR).
File PQDRs through the product data reporting and evaluation program (PDREP).
Access PDREP at: https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil/

PS 757
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M119A2/A3 Towed Howitzers…

Retaining Clips Level Out Damage
Fire mission’s done!
Now we gOtTa GEt
you ON the MovE!

Don’T FORGet
t’use the
RETAiniNg Clips
foR my Level
viALs!

I gotcha
COvered, Man!

Crewmen, treat your M119A2/A3 howitzer’s M187 panoramic telescope mount with

care. That means hanging on to the retaining clips, NSN 5340-01-281-8295, that
cover the level vials.t
The sheet metal clips, shown as Item 24 in Fig 1 of TM 9-1240-404-24&P (Dec
10), protect the level vials from damage when the howitzer is towed and during
airborne or air assault operations. But a lot of howitzers end up without the clips,
leaving the level vials vulnerable to damage.
Retaining clips
protect level vials
from damage
Level
vial

Make sure clips
are in place when
moving howitzer

Retaining clips

So save your unit
money and protect
the level vials
from damage.

PS 757

Keep track of those
retaining clips and,
most importantly,
use them!
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M113A3 FOV…

Steer
Your
Way to
Good PM

Aren’tcha
haviN’ FUN,
paL?

I would be…
if they’D lUBed
mY stEeRinG
ContRoL
BEAriNgs!

C rewmen, your M113A3 is a nimble machine, able to make fast and sharp turns
when needed. But if you don’t lube the steering control bearings, you could be
headed for a big crash!
Without regular lube, the steering gets stiff and hard to turn. That’s definitely not
what you need when you’re driving along a curvy road or through thick woods.

Without lube, steering linkage can stiffen

There are three ltube points for the steering control bearings. Most crewmen
remember the two on the steering shaft. But the third one, located in the engine
compartment, is often missed. Lube all three fittings with GAA semiannually or
every 1,500 miles, whichever comes first. That’ll keep the steering linkage moving
and you on the road.
Also, be sure to check the fittings after washing or fording the vehicle. If they’re
wet, give the steering control bearings another lubing.

PS 757
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M2/M3-Series
Bradleys…

Get Your Schematics Here!

I’ve been
TROubleshOotiNG
You for
HouRS and
I stiLl
can’T FiguRe
oUt what’s
wrONG witH
yOu!

WilL yOu
taKE A
lOok at MY
schEMatiCs
alreaDY? We
don’T HAve
AlL day!

M echanics, troubleshooting a really difficult problem with a Bradley gets a whole lot

easier when you have the schematics. They’ll guide you through all of the Bradley’s
subsystems to make finding and fixing problems a cinch.
You can find a complete set of schematics for all Bradley vehicles in TB 9-2350408-23, Field Maintenance Schematics (Jul 13), at the LOGSA ETM website:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms
But you can also access them through TM 9-2350-408-13&P (IETM EM 0356,
Apr 15). Here’s how:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Click EMS NG
Click on the + button next to Bradley FOV
Choose either Operator or Field Maintenance
Choose the appropriate vehicle
Click How to Use This IETM
Under Table of Contents, click on Field Maintenance or Operators Manual
Click on TB 9-2350-408-23
Click OK to open TB

The schematic drawings start after the foldout figures listing.
You can get the IETM free through the Army Publishing Directorate (APD) or by
downloading from the LOGSA ETM website.
Units, set up a publications account by emailing a completed DA Form 12 to
APD’s Account Processing Team at:
usarmy.stlouis.106-sig-bde.mbx.dolwmddcustsrv@mail.mil
Once your account is set up, order the IETM through the Point & Click Ordering
System at: https://dol.hqda.pentagon.mil/ptclick/index.aspx
To order, click Search and fill out the form.
Pages 48-51 of PS 746 (Jan 15) have instructions for downloading IETMs:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2015/746/746-48-51.pdf

PS 757
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M1231 Husky VMMD…

Help your M1231 Husky
vehicle mounted mine
detection (VMMD) sniff
out mines with these tips
from the Husky repairmen
at Ft Leonard Wood…

Detect
with This
Detector
PM

SNIFF
SNIFF

If you have trouble raising or lowering the
detector heads, see TACOM maintenance
information message 15-022. The height lift
actuators for the detector heads have been
failing for several reasons: heavy buildup
of the manufacturer’s preservative on the
actuators, shorted-out actuators, and corrosion.
Make sure the actuators are the problem
by following the troubleshooting WPs in TM
9-2355-316-23 on the detector heads. If the
actuators are bad, arrange for their repair or
replacement by contacting James Stephens at
(586) 282-6710 or email:
james.d.stephens.civ@mail.mil
What you shouldn’t do is override the
detector heads’ safety features by holding
down their circuit breakers. That can damage
the Husky’s electrical system.
Hand check the four hydraulic line
quick-disconnects. You can’t tell if the quickdisconnects are properly connected unless you
give them a gentle tug. If they’re not connected
right, pressure can damage the hydraulic pump.
Before slave starting the Husky, open the
four circuit breakers on the mine detection
panel control interface box. It’s below the
steering wheel next to the steering column.
Otherwise, a surge could damage the box.

PS 757
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Trouble
raising or
lowering
detector
heads?

Hand check the four
hydraulic line quick-disconnects
for good connection
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HMEE-1…

a Good Tip
for Traveling

W hEe!
loOkit
Me! I’m

Swingin’!

BetTer get it
outta Your system
now! I’ve goTta
install your Swing
loCK piN bEFOre We
head back to the
Motor PoOl.

operators, move the backhoe on your high-mobility engineer excavator (HMEE-1)

all you want during operation. But it needs to be still as a statue when HMEE-1 goes
into travel mode.
To do that, make sure the swing lock
Make sure swing lock pin
pin is installed in the backhoe frame’s
is installed before travel
aligned holes. The WARNING shown on
Page 0004-79 of TM 5-2420-232-10 (Mar
09, w/Ch 1, Sep 12) should serve as a
reminder.
The swing lock pin keeps the backhoe
from swinging sideways during travel,
which can injure personnel or damage
equipment.
You should also keep the pin firmly in
place when the excavator is parked with
the backhoe in the stowed position. With
the pin in place, there’s less wear-and-tear
on the hydraulics.

PS 757
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6K VRRT Forklift…

I won’t steer you wrong!
Here are the NSNs you
need for your forklift’s
steering cylinders.

Dear Half-Mast,
I’m really scratching my head on this one. Our unit needed new steering
cylinders for the MHE 269 6K variable reach rough terrain (VRRT) forklift.
So I ordered the cylinders listed as Items 1 (NSN 3040-01-454-3531)
and 4 (NSN 3040-01-454-3533) in Fig 127 of TM 10-3930-66024P (Aug 12).

ATLAS cylinders are too short for 6K VRRT forklift
When they came in,
the cylinders were two
inches too short! In
fact, they appear to be
the ones used on the
10K ATLAS forklift.
Can you help us out
with the right NSNs
for these cylinders?
			
		
Mr. K.Y.

Dear Sir,
You’re right. Those are the ATLAS cylinders. An error was made when
the 6K forklift’s parts manual was updated.
The 6K VRRT forklift’s left-front and right-rear cylinder comes
with NSN 3040-01-294-3441. Get the right-front and left-rear cylinder
with NSN 3040-01-593-8783. Make a note until the TM is updated.

PS 757
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Source Rod

Nuclear Density Moisture Tester…

Lube – Mo isture =
Great PM!

if you’ve
noticed the
source rod
on the tester
isn’t sliding
freely, you
need to give
its bearings
a little lube.
Here’s how…

1. Remove the control unit from the tester’s gauge by loosening the
four captive screws that secure the control unit to the top shell.

OK, buddy.
We’ve got a
lot of testing
to do today.
I dunno. My
source rod
is feeling a
little sticky!

2. Lift the control unit

free from the gauge
and disconnect the
ribbon cable.

The Model 3440 Plus nuclear density moisture tester is a great tool for testing the
moisture and density of compacted construction materials, like dirt and asphalt.
‘Course, it won’t do its job if you don’t do some PM.

3. Find the small grease
fitting at the bottom
of the tester’s source
rod tower.

Keep Tester Dry

The nuclear density moisture tester doesn’t
handle wet weather very well. In fact, you should
avoid using the tester in rain, snow and ice and
keep it away from standing water. If you don’t, the
tester’s electronics could be damaged.
Before storing or shipping the tester, make
sure it’s clean and completely dry first. Check the
interior of the shipping case for moisture before
putting the tester inside. You’ll find more details on
prepping the tester for storage or shipping in WP
0086 of TM 5-6635-350-13&P (Apr 13).
If you’ve used the tester during humid conditions,
you may notice some condensation inside the
display window. Open the control panel and allow
it to dry completely. WP 0087 has the details.
757 14-15.indd 1-2

Eww! I
really hate
the rain.

4. Using a standard, 16-oz grease gun loaded with a Magnalube-G

cartridge, NSN 9150-01-426-3848, give the fitting five shots of grease.

5. Reattach the ribbon cable and reinstall the control unit.
6. Slide the source rod up and down a few times to spread the grease
evenly.

PS 757
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H100C Scoop Loader…

Order the Right Air Compressor
Hey, your new
air compressor
just came in.

I hope you got
the right one. I
have two different
ones, y’know.

M echanics, there are two different air compressors used on the H100C 5-yd scoop

loaders. Which one you order will depend on the age of the scoop loader.
For scoop loaders with serial number 15005 and below, order the model 500series air compressor, NSN 2530-00-349-9100. It’s shown as Item 1 in Fig 88 of
TM 5-3805-255-24P (Feb 09).
But for scoop loaders with serial number 15006 and higher, you’ll need the model
501-series air compressor. It’s listed as Item 1 in Fig 89 of the TM, but do not use the
NSN you’ll find there.
Instead, order by CAGE 0BAH3 and part number. A new compressor comes with PN
689250C91. Get a rebuilt compressor with PN 735043C91.
…and Model
501-series for
engine serial
numbers 15006
and above

Order Model
500-series
compressor for
engine serial
numbers 15005
and below...

Not sure where to find the engine’s serial number? It’s on the side of the block below
the cylinder head.

PS 757
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tactical vehicles

l
Articles on tactica
vehicles:
shield
• HMMWV wind
s
wiper tip
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• Keep your air br
n
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• Dextron III and
transmission fluid
NATO
• Frozen caps on
receptacles
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HMMWV…

PM Means No Worries for Wipers

3. Look at the fluid level in the windshield washer reservoir and add more if needed. NSN
6850-00-926-2275 brings a dozen 16-oz bottles of concentrated windshield cleaning
compound. Use this table for the correct
water to cleaning compound mix ratio:
Reservoir fluid level OK?
Temperature

you gotTa
use The
wiPERs!

Above 15°F
40° to -15°F
40°F to -65°F

Mix Ratio
1 bottle compound
to 2 bottles of water
1 bottle compound
to 1 bottle of water
2 bottles compound
to 1 bottle of water

Hose connected?

4. Make sure the reservoir hose is firmly connected.
5. Test the wipers by turning the WIPER WASHER knob. Then press the knob to squirt
some washer fluid onto the windows. Remember, the vehicle has to be started or at
least in RUN before the wipers will operate.

forgot
to fill the
window
washer
reservoir
again,
din’tcha?

yeah, and I
can barely
seE a thing!

Turn WIPER WASHER knob to
activate wipers

A thorough PMCS on your HMMWV includes

everything: top to bottom, inside and out. Just
don’t forget that the windshield wipers are
included somewhere in there, too.
Yes, that’s right, the windshield wipers!
The wipers are easy to overlook because you
don’t use ‘em every day. But when you really
need ‘em—in the rain or snow—they’d better be
ready to do the job.
Check the wipers like this:

1. Eyeball both of the wiper blades. Look for torn, cracked
or peeling rubber. Replace them if necessary.
2. Check the screw and locknut that hold the wiper blade
in place. They should be tight.

PS 757
757 18-19.indd 1-2
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Tactical
Vehicles…

Check
wiper
blade for
damage…

…and
make sure
screw and
locknut are
tight
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Press knob to squirt washer fluid

I thought you
said there wasn’t
moisture in the
air brake lines!

There
isn’t!
it’s aLl
tuRNEd
to iCe!!

FROZEN
frozen
brakes MAKE
BRAKES
make
Aa SsLlIipPpPeErRy
WINTER
Y winter
m oisture in your truck’s air brake lines freezes in cold weather.
M

That blocks the lines and leaves you drivers with no brakes!
If your truck has an alcohol evaporator to keep moisture from freezing
in the air lines, make sure it has what it needs to do the job. NSN 6810-00-597-3608
gets one gallon of methyl alcohol. NSN 6810-00-275-6010 gets a 5-gal can.

10/19/15 11:50 PM

Tactical Vehicles…

Get the
Lowdown
on
Dexron
VI

There are
no changes
to lube
orders
planned
any time
soon, so
you can
continue
using your
stocks of
Dexron III
until
they’re
gone.

aw,
shucks!
I coulda
tOld Ya
that!

if you haven’t already noticed,
the NSNs that formerly brought
Dexron III, now get Dexron VI.
Here’s what to order…

NSN 915000-698-2382
01-353-4799
00-657-4959
01-114-9968

Size
1 quart
1 quart (plastic bottle)
5 gallons
55 gallons

tACoM
says we’re
compatible!

Tactical and Combat Vehicles…

Cap Stick? Add a Little slick!
Dear Half-Mast,
I am searching for valid NSNs for 55-gal drums of Dexron III and VI
automatic transmission fluid. Also, are there any issues with compatibility
between the two fluids? Is it okay to add one to the other?
CW2 J.S.

We went
directly to
the experts
at TACOM
LCMC for
this one,
Chief. They
told us…

there
are no
problems
when mixing
Dexron III
and
Dexron VI
in HMMWVs
or other
equipment.

master sergeant
Half-Mast, the
plastic cap on my
vehicle’s slave
receptacle is so
tight I swear
someone slapped
glue on the
receptacle!

Dropping
temperatures
shrink the
plastic cap on
your vehicle’s
slave
receptacle.

what can
I do? pry
it Off with
a screwdriver?

Sure, you
could. But
that almost
always
breaks the
cover.

However, until the system is completely
flushed and only Dexron VI is added,
you should treat the combined fluid as
though it’s Dexron III when it comes to
maintenance requirements.

Dexron VI
doesn’t have
to be drained
as often and
the frictional
and retention
requirements
are better.
So completely
switching over
to Dexron VI
will ease your
maintenance
efforts.

That keeps it
slick enough
to slide the
cap off easily
in any kind of
weather.

Take the stick
out of that cap by
adding a thin layer
of waterless hand
cleaner, NSN 852000-965-2109, to
the inside.

An expert from TACOM LCMC

PS 757
757 20-21.indd 1-2
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HOld iT!

AH-64D/E…

thE PiN isn’T
inSerTeD in
MY JetTisON
HanDLE!

Avoid
Settin’
It Off!
We’D BETteR finD it! I don’T
WANnA aCcidEntAlLy JETtiSoN
YOur CANoPy WinDOWs!

Mechanics, the jettison canopy handle in your AH-64 cockpit is a component you
don’t want to set off accidentally.
There are three canopy jettison
handles. One in the pilot and copilot stations and one on the nose
of the aircraft.
To avoid blowing off the
canopy windows, never remove
the pins from the canopy jettison
handles
during
scheduled,
unscheduled
or
cockpit
maintenance. The handle is
only used to blow out the pilot
and copilot windows during
emergency egress.
Even with the power off, you
increase the chance of setting
off the initiating cartridge and
blowing out the canopy windows.
Even though you have to turn
and push in the handle to activate
it, it’s best to never remove the
pin, except when it’s time to fly
the helicopter.

PS 757

While doing
cockpit
maintenance,
never remove
pin from
jettison
handle
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UH-60
Series…

Touch Up Rotor Blades
With CARC Paint

Make a note that MIL-DTL-53039 CARC can be touched up with MILDTL-64159 WD CARC and vice-versa. The two types of CARC are compatible with
one another. Also, you may have noticed that some TMs and field guidance contain
the wrong materials for touching up CARC paint. There are TM changes underway
to correct those problems.
Item

This paint should do for
those rotor blades.

Touch-up
CARC paint
is available
in different
sizes and
formats.
here is a
partial
list…

Hold on,
Soldier! Your
blades DesErVe
thE RighT PAint.

M

echanics, the main and tail rotor blades on your Black Hawk get painted with
black CARC paint. When it’s time for touching up CARC paint on rotor blades, don’t
be confused by the different types of CARC paint.
There are two types of CARC paint used on Black Hawks. New production exterior
fuselages are topcoated with MIL-DTL-64159 (WD) water-dispersible CARC, while
the rotor blades are coated with the old, solvent-based MIL-DTL-53039.
UH-60A/L,
HH-60L,
MH-60K…

GET YOUR TEST SET CALIBRATED
WHere are
you going
with that
tester?

I neEd
YOu To
TesT Me
OUt!

Sorry, BUb,
I goTtA tuRN
thiS babY in FOR
CaliBraTioN.
Don’T WORry,
YOUR AiRCRAft
comPUTERs are
My PRioRiTY!

757 24-25.indd 1-2

CARC aircraft green
WD CARC aircraft green
CARC aircraft green
WD CARC aircraft
green roller
CARC aircraft
green aerosol
CARC black
WD CARC black
CARC black
WD CARC black roller
WD CARC black aerosol
WD CARC black brush
CARC black pump spray

You can also find all approved CARC paints in
general maintenance information message, GENMIM-10-002. Make sure you’re wearing proper
protective equipment (PPE) when using touch up
CARC paint. Check out WP 002 in Chapter 1 of TM
43-0139, Painting Instructions for Army Material.
For water displacing (WD) spot painting and safety
concerns, check out Section III of TB 43-0241.

NSN 8010-

U/M

01-590-7944 1-gal
01-493-3193 3-qts
01-590-7940 1-qt
01-553-5822 Box of 12
01-553-5824 Box of 12
01-582-7301
01-493-3183
01-592-7280
01-546-7596
01-546-7713
01-546-7588
01-605-5412

1-gal
3-qts
1-qt
Box of 12
Box of 12
Box of 12
Box of 12
when it
comes to
painting,

think
safety!

R epairers, if the TS-3920C/ASM computer test set (CTS), NSN

6625-01-529-3346, used on your Black Hawk needs calibration,
send it directly to the manufacturer. Turn in the test set once a
year for calibration. The manufacturer will charge a fee.
Send the whole computer test set to:
Turn in test set
Ultrax  Aerospace
for calibration
4200 NE Sun Court
Lee’s Summit, MO 64064
Questions? Contact the CECOM Item Manager, Christopher
M. Doolittle at 443-395-1259 or email:
christopher.m.doolittle3.civ@mail.mil
or Jay Horting at 816-594-4451 or email:
j.horting@ultraxinc.com

PS 757
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ALSE…

whoa! you need
to get to the ALSE
shop and get that
repaired!

don’t tell
me, tell my
Soldier!
he’s the one
who’s gotta
get me to
ALSE!

Be Proactive With Your Equipment
When you check out
aviation life support
equipment (ALSE) for
any duration, PMCS is

your responsibility
until the equipment
is returned to the
ALSE tech.

The HGU-56/P aircrew integrated
helmet system (AIHS), the
integrated helmet and display
sight system (IHADSS) or the
primary survival gear carrier
(PSGC) vest, to name a few, must
be maintained and kept mission
capable while in your possession.
Do your daily, before, after
and periodic helmet inspections.
The same goes for the PSGC
vest and its contents.

Waiting
weeks or
months
to get
something
repaired or
replaced is

not
maintenance!

Check for damaged items.
Make sure medical packets are
in good shape. That means no
crushed pills for example.
Look for broken zippers,
busted iodine packets, tears
and holes in the vest.

All preventive maintenance is up
to you for your protection.
Don’t make a mistake and wait
until it’s time to turn in equipment
to have ALSE fix problems you
allowed to pile up.
if you find problems with your
helmet, the vest or its contents,
or something is not usable,
take a trip to the ALSE shop
right away. Have them replace
or repair whatever is needed.
That is proactive maintenance.

PS 757
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Don’t Let FOD Take You Out!
Maintenance is
a team sport.

when it comes to
foreign object debris
(FOD), every member of
the team is needed to
prevent foreign object
damage (FOD).

Back in the day,
foreign object
damage (FOD) was
considered one of
aviation’s minor
problems.

But even before
Lindbergh’s time, items
like loose change,
nuts, bolts and
stray tools jammed
controls and other
moving parts.

how
do you
Land this
thing!?

in World War II,
pilots swore that
Gremlins went around
at night dispensing
foreign objects
the way Santa Claus
hands out gifts at
Christmas.

Can’t
PuLl

Since the helicopter
came along, blades
have been chewed up
by everything from
turkey buzzards to
ham sandwiches.
yes, {sigh}
that’s right! Ham
SandWiCHes!

up!

PS 757
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Then along cAMe
The TURBinE enGiNE.

overnight the
situation WENt frOm
baD to Worse!

hi,
there!

Sand

wait,
whAT?!

Try
to list
all the
foreign
object
debris
(FOD)
pulled
out of
turbines’
innards
and
you’ll
have a
list long
enough
to fill an
on-line
catalogue!

military
insignia

nuts

Foreign object debris
(FOD) doesn’t have to
be big to interfere
with a turbine’s
digestive system,
either.

hay
tools

bolts

A simple fishhook
may only seem big
enough to catch
minnows.

whadaya
mean there’s
no helicopter
coming!?

it’s kinda like FODin-reverse. Nobody
knows what happened
to the nail, but it
sure wasn’t where it
should have been.

Foreign object
debris that lodges
where it shouldn’t can
be costly to aircraft
and lives. Sounds
pretty grim, huh?

But sticking your
head in the sand is
no way to fend off
attacking lions.

handkerchiefs

batteries
every one of them
means trouble for a
turbine engine!

But stick it in your ear
and you’ll soon find out
what a small object in
the wrong place can do!
no
thanks!
I believe
you!

Truth is,

any problem
can either be
(a) eliminated
or

Until some bright person
comes up with an instant
Automatic Handy-Dandy
FOD Eliminator…

EUREKa!

(b) reduced to
manageable
proportions
when handled
the right way.
That includes
foreign object
damage (FOD).

PS 757
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F

or want of a
nail, the battle was
lost. The king lost
the battle because
his horse lost his
shoe. The shoe was
lost because it
needed a nail.

And Soldiers might
have to go without
desperately needed
air support.

gravel
loose
change

it’s like
that old
proverb…

When FOD gives
turbines a high fever,
maintenance piles
up on overworked
mechanics and aircraft
are deadlined.

… FOD is a
problem we’ll
always have to
some degree.
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But

you
can
do
something
about
it!

Once everyone knows
how lethal FOD is and
what to do about
it, the problem will
subside.
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All Hands Alert
FOD is
everyone’s
problem.

Even if your unit has a special FOD officer,
section, or platoon, FOD will still creep
in unless the entire unit is on the alert.

• grease on a mechanic’s shoe that picks up
it’s everyone’s
responsibility to
watch out for…

•
•
•
•
•

bits of gravel, depositing them on a walkway
near a turbine.
litter, like paper cups and oily rags, that
accumulate along ramps and runways where
the wind can blow it onto the flight line.
a mallet that’s left in an intake by a
forgetful mechanic.
loose objects that accumulate in the
cockpit.
FOD that’s dragged onto tarmac areas
during snow removal.
panel markers loosely anchored in mud.

Put one
person to
work on the
problem and
he’ll soon
be climbing
the walls.
Good housekeeping is
the result
of everyone
working
together to
keep a home
clean. The
same is true
for aviation
units.

When everyone takes it
seriously, picking up FOD
becomes an automatic
reflex, like swatting flies.

Otherwise, forgotTen pliers get left where
they can fall into engines or jam controls.
Oily rags and paper get served up to hungry
turbines. Mallets, hammers, and a hundred
other items are left in the cockpit just
waiting to do some damage.

An engine is powerful, but it’s no match
against foreign object debris

Toolbox Sense
Tool
accountability
is the

has
anyone
seEn my
scalpel?

best
way to
prevent
FOD.

has anyone seEn
my screwdriver?
Pilots, aircrew, and passengers feel the
same way about maintenance personnel.
it doesn’t improve their state of mind if a
mechanic is absentminded about his tools.

When pliers and
screwdrivers
get left behind,

trouble

follows.
Sure, there
are excUses:
fatigue, haste,
pressure,
overwork and
all the rest.
But try telling
that to a
turbine spitting
up a wrench!

ee-HaCk!

A football coach
organizes his bench
to avoid sending
in the water boy
instead of the
quarterback.
An aviation
mechanic’s toolbox
should be just as
organized. it helps
him get the job
done quickly and
efficiently, saving
wear and tear on
his nervous system.
Everything is where
it should be, either
in the toolbox or
being used.

PS 757
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if a surgeon is patting his pockets and
mumbling about a lost scalpel, you’d do well
to find another doctor.

Toolbox inventory
is the best weapon
mechanics have in the
war on foreign object
damage (FOD).
it helps everyone sleep
better at night.
if an aircraft crashes
the absent-minded
mechanic will have to
WONDer if His MiSsinG
TOol BROUghT hiS birD
dOWn.
Tools won’t get a turbine
in trouble if they’re
accounted for, kept
in their proper slot,
and under lock and key
whenever the aircraft goes
to the flight line.
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One Big Family
Toolbox inventory, individual
responsibility and sound training are the
foundation of a properly trained unit.

Take the
aircraft
cockpit, for
example.

if they’re
supported by
everyone from
the commander
down.

Someone once said the cockpit is a pilot’s place of
business and the maintenance folks his office managers.
it’s a team—a family—and when it works properly, it’s the
kind of family a marriage counselor dreams about.

in

FOD- s
nsciou

co
that
units, ’t
doesn
.
happen

A pilot who realizes what FOD can do to
aircraft controls, engines and rotors
will keep his lunch, canteens, map cases,
and extra jackets stowed properly.

And a mechanic who hates

FOD will police the cockpit
for forgotten items whilE
servicing the aircraft.

A pilot has a right to be angry if he comes to work and finds enough
rubbish strewn around the flight line to start a rummage sale.

The outside of the
aircraft is important, too.

A FOD-trained unit is keenly aware
that just about anything movable
qualifies as FOD.

By the same token, a mechanic has the right to feel irritated if
she sees a cockpit that looks like the floor of a lunch counter
after the noon rush. it’s a two-way street.

Something
as SMAlL
As a
COUplE oF
wiREs CAN
cause Big
TroubLe on
THE FLiGHT
liNe!

Paper cups, bottle
tops and assorted
litter don’t grow
beside the runway.

PS 757
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Someone
dropped
them
there!

And while that someone might
be a great mechanic or pilot, he
obviously doesn’t know much about
foreign object damage (FOD).
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Okay,
so maybe
the paper
cup blew
there.
Or maybe
the other
litter
fell off
a passing
truck.

if you see it, it’s
your responsibility
to pick it up!

if you don’t,
your tires
might.

The
question
is, why
is it still
there?

FOD is preventable.
And that prevention
is so simple, you’ll
soon wonder why
everybody
doesn’t practice
it faithfully.

Alertness,
professional
pride and
individual and unit
responsibility are
the tools that
do the trick.

FOD hazards are reduced when maintenance is performed
by a tool-conscious crew, moveable items are secured, and
the runways and ramps are as bare as a bald head.
Even then,
this sort of
housekeeping
has to become
part of
standard unit
procedure
that happens
24/7/365.

!
d
O
F
bUsT

yOu CAn do
your part…
join the team.
become a
FOD-Buster
tOdaY!

editor’s note: this information was paraphrased from an original
article that appeared in the 21 Jan 1981 issue of Flightfax.
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Avenge
Avenger
Problems
with PM

Get caps and covers.
If sand and water get
inside
the
standard
vehicle- mounted launcher
(SVML), they can do
an expensive number
on the cryogenics and
electronics. Sand and
pebbles can scar the FLIR
and range finder lenses.
But all that big
dollar damage can
be prevented with
these cheap caps
and covers…

Following
these tips
can keep your
Avenger firing
and save
you lots of
grief…

Use all
protective
caps and
order extras
in case you
lose them

They’re cheap
and they will
eventually be
lost.

For the SVML, order the rear launcher caps with
NSN 5340-00-855-7993, and the front caps with
NSN 5340-00-157-5624. Caps for the pressure
gauge holes come with NSN 5340-01-348-6514.
Order caps for the cryogenic ports inside the
SVML with NSN 5340-01-466-1897. There is no
NSN for caps for the electrical ports, but you can
order them with PN 495-500005 and CAGE 15090.
When your Avenger is going to sit in the motor
pool, install the SVML caps from inside the launcher.
That way the caps can’t fall out and disappear. In the
field, though, stick in the caps from the outside. That
way they blow off if left on during a launch.

36
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Order
lots of
caps.
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Order the FLIR protective cap with NSN 5855Order FLIR cap and cut out styrofoam
to protect laser range finder
01-441-3189. The range
finder doesn’t have a
ready-made cover, but
you can make one from
styrofoam. Cut a piece
12 x 18 inches. Punch a
hole in it for the boresight
guide pin cover. Stick it in
front of the range finder
lenses so the support
bracket holds it in place.
The new CMC FLIR comes with a protective cap that can’t be ordered. CMC
FLIRs can’t use the old cap, nor can the old FLIRs use the CMC cap.

PS 757
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In really wet areas, it’s a good idea to
Tie tarp to
cover the entire Avenger. An old Bradley
underside
tarp, NSN 2540-00-587-2532 (OD green) or
of truck
NSN 2540-01-330-8062 (tan), works well
or you can have your canvas shop make a 12
x 17-ft tarp. Don’t tie off the tarp inside the
truck, though. That ruins door seals. Attach
bungee cords to the tarp’s ropes and tie them
off underneath the truck.
Track
M3P rounds.
OK, so exactly
HmMm. I had a
The gun is supposed to be
how many
goOd day… Let’s
inspected every 2,500 rounds.
rounds did you
sEe… it was 53.
fire today?
If an inspection is missed, the
I’m almost
extractor, sear slide, firing pin
ready for my
and cocking lever may not be
2,500-round
inspection!
replaced when they’re worn
out. So make sure all rounds–
live and blank–are recorded
on a DA Form 2408-4.
Operators should report this
information to the armorer or
the NCOIC.
Don’t leave the NATO cable
connected when the Avenger
is parked. That drains the truck
batteries and then you can’t start the
truck or the Avenger.
Unplug
Don’t pick up the control display
NATO
terminal (CDT) by its cable. That
cable when
eventually tears the cable’s wiring
Avenger is
loose and the CDT stops working.
parked
Pick up the CDT with two hands.
When you’re not operating,
store the shorting plug someplace
safe like the bustle box. If you
don’t, count on it disappearing.
Don’t store anything in the
turret. That’s how things like the
hand station and optical display unit
end up broken. There’s just enough
Store shorting plug to
room in the turret for the operator
keep it from disappearing
and that’s all.
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Small
Arms…

Going to the Field? Be prepared!

I need some
help here! You
neEd to CHANge
my bArRel and
gimMe some
lube after alL
thAT firiNG.

uh-OH. I
forgot all
that STUfF.

Then
you CAN
forgEt
abOuT
anY mOre
FiRiNg!

When units go the field, they should follow the Boy Scout motto: Be Prepared!
Unfortunately, it’s more often a case of “Uh-oh, I forgot to bring that.” That’s especially
true with small arms. Units go the range and take nothing but weapons and ammo. Result:
Gunners fire and fire through the same barrel until it’s ruined. Weapons need lubing but
no one remembered to bring any lube. Gas systems get plugged but no one brought a
reamer. An M2 needs to be headspaced and timed but there are no gages. Firing problems
develop but no one has the -10 TM to consult for troubleshooting.
by gas system
is plugged ub!

you think
you’ve got
problems?!

I neEd to Be headSpacEd
and TimEd, but nO oNE
broUght Any GagEs!

If you’re going to the range, be prepared. At the very least, you need these items:
• Each weapon’s -10 TM • Gas system cleaning tool
• Correct lubricants
for each M240 and M249
• Spare barrel for each
machine gun
machine gun
• Barrel mitten for each M2

• Headspace and timing gages
for each M2
• Cleaning rod for each weapon
• Extractor tool for each weapon

And if it’s been a while since your unit has fired, arrange refresher training before going
to the range. Your 91F small arms repairman, master gunner, COMET, or TACOM LAR can
help with that.
A little preparation can easily prevent big problems.
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MK 19 Machine Gun…

?

Questions
Answered

?

?

?

?

?

Dear Half-Mast,
We have a couple of questions on the MK 19 we hope you can help us with:

• The

2005
edition
of the MK 19’s TM
9-1010-230-23&P
had a table with the
minimum and maximum
lengths of the bolt and
back plate assembly
springs. But the 2012
edition doesn’t mention
spring lengths. Is it no
longer necessary to
measure springs?

no need for that,
buddy! you don’t
have to measure my
springs anymore.

• Steps 21 and 26 in the new TM’s

WP 0026-8 say to loosen the
nylon set screws for the bolt
assembly but not to discard them.
But Step 33 in WP 0026-10
says to remove the set screws
and discard them. Which is right?

			

If you remove
nylon set screws
from bolt,
you must
replace them

Mr. C.D.

Dear Sir,
Good questions!
Because too many good springs were being discarded, the Army did away
with the spring measurements. As long as springs meet the inspection criteria
of fit, form and function, they are good to go. You don’t need to measure them.
As far as the nylon set screws for the bolt assembly, they should always be
discarded and replaced when removed. This will be corrected in
the next change to the TM.

PS 757
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M326 Mortar Stowage Kit…

Don’t Let water Disarm Mortar Kit
hey, BUdDY, what’s
WroNG witH yoU?

You let water
collect in my
lift drive arm.
Now my arm is
busted and I’m
out of action!

Dear Editor,
We’ve run into a serious problem with the M326 mortar stowage kit when
it’s mounted on the M1101/M1102 trailer.
When the M326 is left
outside with its manual lift
drive arm stowed in the up
position, the arm collects
water. In the winter, the
water freezes inside the
lifting arm, causing it to
distort, crack, or burst.
A damaged lifting arm is
unsafe to use and makes
the whole M326 NMC.
The best solution is to
park the M326 inside if
possible. If you can’t,
Arm can be ruined if
keep the M326 covered
water left inside freezes
with a tarp while it’s
parked outside.
WO1 Ming Cheung
CSMSB
Staten island, NY

PS 757

Editor’s note: Way to disarm that arm
problem! Thanks for the tip. A good tarp for
the job comes with NSN 2540-00-653-7589.
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M326 Mortar Stowage Kit…

HOW MANY
DRIVE
ASSEMBLIES?

Dear Half-Mast,
How many electrical drive assemblies is the M326
Mortar Stowage Kit supposed to have? The COEI
section of TM 9-2590-527-13&P says two, but
the parts section says one.
				

M2 Machine Gun…

NSNs
Change
for
MWO

Mr. T.L.

HmMm, thiNGs
HaVe ChAnGeD
oN mY TriGgeR
BloCk MwO.

One is the
answer, sir. This
wiLl be CoRrectEd
in The Next ReVisioN
oF the Tm.

Yeah, AlL nEW

NsnS. GlaD
Ps clUED us iN
on THAt!

Dear Editor,
In order to do MWO 9-1005-213-30-1 for the M2 machine gun, I tried
to order a trigger block kit, NSN 1005-01-414-9706, and discovered it
was a terminal item.
Research revealed that now you must order these NSNs instead:
• Trigger block, NSN 1005-01-590-7002
• Flat spring, NSN 5360-01-415-3267
Editor’s note:
• Non-electrical wire, NSN 9505-00-076-8640
Thanks for the
• 2 machine screws, NSN 5305-01-415-3269
Small arms repairmen should make a note of this.
benefit of your
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MSG Mohammed Khan
872nd Support Mtn Co
Ogden, UT
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research, Master
Sergeant.
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M26 Decon…

Deconning
the

thank you
for the
excellent
pM, my
good man.

Easy way

ThiS
wiLl mAke
deConNinG
simplY
delighTfuL!

Dear Editor,
These tips for operating the M26 decon make deconning so much easier:
• If you need to move the M26, find seven friends. It weighs 600 pounds and
it takes eight Soldiers to safely carry it.

Hey, I’m gOinG tO
nEed SevEn oF yOu to
MoVE thiS baD BoY!
I have put
on a litTle
WeiGHT.
Thanks For
GetTing the
EXtra HELp!

• During BEFORE PMCS, check the starter switch for tightness. Vibration

loosens it over time. When it gets too much play, it won’t work correctly.
Your repairman can tighten it.

• When starting the M26,

Set
throttle
no more
than
half way
to start

set the throttle no more
than half way before
cranking the engine.
You’ll hear a click when
the throttle hits half
way. If you push the
throttle higher, the M26
tends to flood.

PS 757
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• Be careful around the exhaust. In just 4 minutes of operation it can get
ohhh! I
forgot to
warn you to
be careful
around my
battery!

• Don’t forget the M26

has spare fuses for the
pump, starter switch, and
the relays. If a fuse goes
out in the field, just pop
in a new one. Replace
the spare when you
return from the field.

• If the burner won’t start,

• Be careful around the

battery terminals.
They’re exposed, so if
you accidentally touch
them with something
metallic, you’ll get a
bad shock.

very hot.

• If the main pump clutch light won’t come on, push the 2S1 button. That
keeps the M26 from building up too much pressure.

Most M26s sit for
long periods in a CONEX.
That’s why it’s critical to
carefully prepare your M26
for storage. Otherwise it
can be ruined by corrosion.
First, make sure all fuel
is drained. After you’ve
completely drained the fuel
system, pull out the burner
fuel line, drain it and then
empty the fuel line’s tube.
Fuel can hide in the tube.

Drain fuel
line tube
before
storage

For winter storage, run calcium inhibitor through the water lines and then fill
the system with antifreeze. The calcium inhibitor keeps the lines clear and the
antifreeze stops the system from freezing.

make sure the clutch
for the water pump is
turning. If the clutch belt
is broken or loose, the
pump won’t work.

I w-wish yuh-you’d
re-re-remembered
{chatter} to put
a-antifreeze in
muh-me buh-before
{chatter} shutting
me in h-here! I’m fuhfrozen suh-solid!!

• If you suspect fuel

problems, check the bleed
valve for the fuel shutoff
valve. If fuel comes out of
the bleed valve, the fuel
system is OK.

Remove the batteries
and coat their terminals
and terminal connectors
with GAA to prevent
corrosion during storage.

DarnED GoOd
DeCoNniNg tips!
thankS for
Sharing!

• Give the hand crank

at least two feet of
clearance. It can kick
back and give you
quite a smack if you’re
too close. Crank with
a steady motion to
prevent kickbacks.

SGT Anderson Jaremillo
SGT Rick Dieter
SPC Preston Daniel
63rd Chemical Co
Ft Campbell, KY
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soldier supPort

Reminders to
avoid problems: d
repaire
• Get wet bulb kit
at TMDE
ance
• Kitchen mainten
better
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makes fo
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Leave
Wet Bulb
Kit Repair
to TMDE!

O
Oa
an

}

Then
it’s time
to get a
check-up
from the
Experts,
little
bUdDy!

My thermometer’s
acting up again!

later, at
the experts…

Calibration
keeps
instruments
accurate.
For wet bulb
kits, proper
calibration
boosts
Soldier safety,
too.

Dear Editor,
The article at the top of Page 52 in PS 751 (Jun 15) stated that the
end user can replace the thermometer in their wet bulb kit. The problem is
that replacing the thermometer triggers a calibration action, which won’t
get done if the item is repaired at the unit level.
TB 43-180, Calibration and Repair Requirements for the
Maintenance of Army Materiel (May 15), currently lists four different
wet bulb kits. They all require “T” level calibration and repair.
Bottom line: Units should take these kits to their local TMDE support
activity for regular calibration, and turn them in to TMDE for repair or
replacement if they fail.
Gary Davenport
Chief, Requirements,
		 Training and Evaluation
US Army TMDE Activity (USATA)
Redstone Arsenal, AL

PS 757

Editor’s note: Thanks for the clarification, Sir. Units, you’ve got the word—
leave the calibration, repair and replacement of wet bulb kits to the experts.
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Avoid Kitchen

our fryer’s
on the fritz
again. But a
little salt
n’ pepper
should make
it go down
easy enough.

hmMm…

Nightmares

Think I’ll stick
with an MRE,
thanks.

g Aah!

There’s an old
saying that goes…

…Proper planning and preparation
prevent poor performance.

That’s especially true for
food service equipment.

Kettles should heat up and boil on demand,
freezers SHOULD freeze and mixers SHOULD mix.

When Army
kitchen
equipment
doesn’t work
right, it uses
more energy
and reduces
food quality.
in worst case
scenarios,
Soldiers
coUld gO
hungry!

Though preventive maintenance (PM) won’t
always keep equipment from breaking, it
can ward off premature failure, extend
life and keep equipment running at peak
performance and efficiency.

PM

catches small problems and keeps ’em from turning
into bigger (and usually more expensive) ones.

757 48-49.indd 1-2

saves money, reduces the number of service calls,
conserves utilities, extends equipment life and
limits interruptions in operations.

Here are some recommended tips for properly
cleaning and maintaining food service equipment…

• Clean equipment daily to prevent dirt and grime buildup that wears it down.
Buildup comes from food products and grease falling into crevasses.
• Make and keep a schedule for cleaning, calibrating ovens, checking refrigerator
temperatures, descaling water intensive equipment such as dishwashers and kettles
and doing maintenance and upkeep on any other food service equipment.
• Closely read and follow cleaning directions in manufacturers’ operating manuals
and on cleaning products to avoid damaging equipment.
• If you’re not sure how to properly clean a piece of equipment, contact the
manufacturer. Many manufacturers have manuals for even retired or
discontinued models.
• When you replace food service equipment, make sure a service contract is part of the
purchase. The contract should ensure the manufacturer or a local service company is
contracted to perform regularly scheduled fine-tuning of equipment.
• When researching and choosing new food service equipment, look for models that
are easy to clean or self-cleaning, like ovens. “Easy to clean” means parts that come
apart and can be put back together easily.
• Pick the brains of the manufacturer’s local or regional representatives. They usually
don’t charge to teach the basics, so ask them to show you the best cleaning methods
for your specific equipment.
• Keep small food service equipment items, like blenders and produce cutters, in
closets, cabinets or on shelves when not in use. Equipment that’s out of the way
won’t get knocked over, dropped or spilled on.
• If possible, include your maintenance personnel in the purchasing process so they
can get new equipment training, too. That way they’ll know how to properly service
equipment when the time comes.

PS 757
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CoMMunications
• Bad crates corro
de

PDISE, unpack them
and inspect

PS 757
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Lose the Crate,
Keep PDISE Great

this impacts
the fOlLowinG
PDISE mOdels…

Check! Now
to safely
dispose of
this crate
and packing
materials.

Nice work.
See you
got the
word about
unpacking our
new PDISE
ASAP.

•
•
•
•

To help slow down the
corrosion, a mitigation
plan has been added
to the PDISE technical
data package.

M200 A/P, NSN 6150-01-308-5672
M100 A/P, NSN 6150-01-308-5671
M60 A/P, NSN 6150-01-307-9445
M40 A/P, NSN 6150-01-307-9446

But units should
still promptly unpack
PDISE and remove all
contents from the
shipping crate.

Store the
unpacked
PDISE inside,
out of the
weather.

thanks, guys!

all models of the
power distribution
illumination
system, electrical
(PDISE), except
the M46, are
shipped from the
manufacturer in
sealed wooden
shipping crates.
A little detective
work revealed that
the shipping crates
were manufactured
using formaldehyde.

inside are the PDISE , its
cables, accessories and TM .
Recently, new PDISEs stored
in shipping crates that were
exposed to weather showed
corrosion on the connectors
and mounting hardware when
unpacked.
Formaldehyde
speeds up
corrosion. it
causes cadmium
“bloom.”

White
powdery
substance
on PDISE
connectors
is cadmium
corrosion

Bloom occurs when cadmium
transforms into cadmium
oxide, a powder-like residue
that forms on cadmiumplated components.

Safely
dispose of
shipping
crates and
any packing
materials,
including
plastic
bags.

cadm
iu
can b m
e
ha

zardo

to yo us
u
healt r
h!

Review the Cadmium Safety Tips on Pages 45-47 in PS 723:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2013/723/723-45-47.pdf

Questions?

PS 757

if cadmium
oxide is
found, follow
WP 0021 in TM
9-6150-22613 (Apr 12)
for cleaning
and disposal
procedures.
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Contact CECOM’s John Mansfield at (410) 670-5737,
or email: john.k.mansfield2civ@mail.mil
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Maintenance Management…

in the LIW Portal, click on your underlined name in the
upper right corner of the main portal screen. Then on
the next screen, choose the “My Permissions” tab.

if you use the
Modification
Management
Information System
(MMIS) in the Logistics
Information Warehouse
(LIW), chances are
you’ve noticed several
changes over the last
few years.

MMIS
Revamps
User
Roles

1
2

4

The improvements
continue. MMIS has
been updated to
make it more userfriendly, efficient and
responsive.

3

All existing MMIS capabilities are still
available. if you already have an approved MMIS
role in LIW, the transition will be seamless.
There’s no need to submit a new user request.
However, as part of the latest
update, MMIS roles were revamped and
are more descriptive and comprehensive.

4

There are now

four roles
available to
customers:

1
2
3
4

MMIS
MMIS
MMIS
MMIS

Basic,
Reporter (replaced MMIS Supervisor),
Commodity Manager (replaced MMIS LCMC),
Depot.

The MMIS Basic role
is included in LIW basic
permissions. This readonly role lets the user
view compliance/ reporting
status, as well as published
messages.

3) The MMIS Commodity Manager role

2) The MMIS Reporter role

4)

1)

allows the user to enter
confirmation and completion
information for modification
and safety messages, in
addition to the permissions
granted to the Basic role.

1

allows the user to enter materiel change
number (MCN) information and monitor
the message library, and includes the
permissions from MMIS Basic and MMIS
Reporter roles. This role is restricted to
commodity managers.

1

On “My Permissions” tab in LIW…

2

…type “MMIS” in keyword search…

3

…pick role needed…

4

…and type justification in
box on right screen
To report modification work
order completion or receipt
of safety messages, select
the MMIS Reporter Role.

2

3

The MMIS Depot role
allows the user to perform mass
updates of equipment, receiving modifications at the depot level in addition to
the permissions included in MMIS Basic and
MMIS Reporter. This role is restricted to
select personnel at depot level.

Submit requests for any of the above roles by going to:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
Login with
your CAC
if you
already
have an LIW
account.

757 54-55.indd 1-2

for

Note: if you’re new
to LIW, you will
need to click New
User Registration
first and go
through initial
registration before
you can complete
these steps.

MMIS

4

questions
Or Help,
email…

usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.mmis@mail.mil
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Get
Get TACOM
TACOM Equipment
Equipment Training
Training Materials
Materials
Cloe, we need to tow an

M1117 ASV back here to the
motor pool, but we’re a
little rusty on the steps.

No problem! UTAP’s website
includes instructional videos.
There’s one here that wiLl
walk you through towing
that ASV with a HEMTT
wrecker, step-by-step.

L ooking for training materials on TACOM-managed equipment? The Unit Training
Assistance Program (UTAP) offers materials on a wide variety of equipment.
If you’ve got a CAC, you’ve already got a passport to UTAP’s website at the
Library of TACOM Training and Information Site (LOTTIS).
LOTTIS is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. It offers
validated OPNET, FLMNET, sustainment and supplemental
system training materials, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instructor guides
All the training materials
Student guides
in LOTTIS are approved by
program managers or system
Handouts
acquisition managers. So you
Lesson plans
know the info’s good to go!
Training videos
Computer-based interactive training videos
Links to other training sites

Note: These materials aren’t meant to replace institutional
training or new equipment training offered by program managers. Also, they don’t
qualify anyone for additional skill identifiers (ASI). Instead, the training materials in
LOTTIS should only be used to supplement official training.
To access LOTTIS, grab your CAC and go to: https://utap.army.mil
For questions or help, contact UTAP’s customer assistance team at DSN (312)
786-4276, (586) 282-4276, or email: usarmy.detroit.mbx.ilsc-utap@mail.mil

PS 757
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Publications…

Surfin’ APD

catCh thiS
big WAVe of
Tips from
One of Our
REaders!

Dear Editor,
Do your readers know that they
can access the Army Publication
Directorate’s
(APD)
website
from their smart phones? All they
need to do is open up a browser
application and follow this simple
step: Type www.apd.army.mil in
the search field and select “Go.”
I recommend the “Tools” tab
at the top APD menu so they
can search the latest TMs and/
New APD website is smart phone-friendly
or changes to TMs by using the
DA PAM 25-30 search feature.
Another useful tab is “Publications,” where they can search and read a
variety of Army pubs.
Under the “Technical and Equipment” submenu, they’ll be forwarded to the
Logistics Support Activity’s Logistics Information Warehouse (LIW).
Depending on what they’re looking for, they might run into the Common
Access Card prompt, but for quick pub references, basic APD access works
fine.
Also, they can save pubs from APD on their smart phone in “iBooks” or a
similar app. Voila! Army pubs right at their fingertips.
This is especially useful for Soldiers who must follow certain regulations,
but who don’t have Internet connectivity in their offices (like CBRN rooms).
David Whitmire
Technical Trainer
JBLM, WA

PS 757

Editor’s note: We’re all about making the job
easier. Thanks for the smart surfing tips, David.
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Publications…

New DA Form 12 Required
Hey, the bookshelves are
almost empty, and what we
have is outdated. Where are
all of our pubs?
Dunno. They
don’t come
anymore
ever since
we moved.

Did you update our
unit’s address on DA
Form 12 like I told you?
Ummm...
oOps?

This change also applies to pub orders
and subscriptions for the Army in
Europe Publishing & Library System
(AEPUBS), which covers units that are
stationed in Europe and the Middle East
or supported by the Army in Europe
during deployment, as well as the
Directorate of Logistics (DOL), which
covers all other CONUS/OCONUS units.
An official
DA Form 12
is needed
whenever you
change pubs
account info.

Just changing info on
the DOL’s Point and
Click website or on
the AEPUBS website
will not update your
pubs account.

if your unit’s address has changed,
for example, you’ll need to mark the
3b “Change” box on DA Form 12 and
fill out Section III.

AKO email
addresses
are no
longer valid
FOr any pubs
accounts.
Use only
Enterprise
email
addresses

(mail.mil).

Make sure
that the unit
pubs POC on
file with DOL
or AEPUBS is
current.

Publication Accounts in Europe or
the Middle East
Follow the instructions at:

https://aepubs.army.mil/ae/
public/accounts-new.aspx
Email the completed DA Form 12 to AEPUBS at:

if your unit
has an Army
publications
accoUnt
or wants
one, here’s
important
News to
Know!

usarmy.sembach.imcom-europe.mbx.aepubs@
mail.mil
For help, email AEPUBS customer service
at the address above.

All Other Publication Accounts
Visit DOL’s Point and Click website
CAC required) at:

https://dol.hqda.pentagon.mil/ptclick/index.aspx
To start or edit a pubs account,
download the new DA Form 12:

https://ptclick.hqda.pentagon.mil/
DA%20Form%2012.pdf

You’ll need to complete and
submit a DA Form 12, Request for
Establishment of a Publications
Account (Mar 15), when opening a
pubs account or making changes
to an existing one.

Email the completed form to DOL:

usarmy.stlouis.106-sigbde.mbx.dolwmddcustsrv@ mail.mil
if you need help, contact DOL customer service
at DSN 693-9606, (314) 592-0910 or email them
at the address above.

The new version of the form
requires digital signatures.
Prior versions are obsolete
and no longer accepted.

For detailed instructions, check out DA Pam 25-40,
Army Publishing Program Procedures (Jun 15) at:

PS 757
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http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/p25_40.pdf

10/20/15 10:14 AM

CCoonnnniiee's's

PPoosstt s
SSccrripiptts

MaxxPro Dash ESC Instructions

OCP Transition Pocket Guide

Instructions for operation of the MaxxPro Dash’s electronic
stability control (ESC) were left out of TM 9-2355-441-10.
Download a copy of the instructions at:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/download.cfm?
filename=mam/tacom_wn/MaxxProESC.pdf
Or request a copy from Half-Mast:
usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil

Grab the SMA-approved guide that covers the Army’s new Operational Camouflage Pattern
(OCP). The PDF has full-color pictures, making it a handy reference. To get it, you’ll need a milSuite
account and S1NET membership. Follow the instructions to join at https://www.milsuite.mil
next go to https://www.milsuite.mil/s1net and pick the “Join S1NET” widget on the upper left
side of the page. Approval is automatic. Then get the guide at:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/docs/DOC-212321

GCSS-Army Reminder
Remember to check the GCSS-Army website for alerts, updated fielding and training schedules
and other important info. Visit: https://gcss.army.mil/
Or sign up to get automatic notifications at: https://gcss.army.mil/Support/register.aspx

M1A1 Phone Handset NSN

A4 HEMTT Radiator Cap NSN

Get the phone handset for your M1A1 tank
with NSN 5965-01-549-6390. NSN 5965-00043-3463, which is Item 1.1 in WP 0499 of TM
9-2350-264-10-3 (Sep 11 w/Ch 3, Jan 15), is a
terminal item.

Get a new radiator cap for your A4 HEMTT
with NSN 2930-01-570-8498. The cap was
mistakenly left out of TM 9-2320-326-14&P in
IETM EM 0288 (Oct 08), so make a note until
the IETM is revised.

Backhoe Loader A/C V-belt
Get a new air-conditioner V-belt for your backhoe loader (BHL) with NSN 3030-01-641-4944 (PN
87393292). This replaces PN 87429954, which is shown
as Item 9 in Fig 160 of TM 5-2420-231-24P (Jun 13).

621G Scraper EMS Alarm
Get the 621G scraper’s EMS fault alarm
with NSN 6350-01-423-9687. NSN
6350-01-426-9687, which is listed as
Item 31 in Fig 162 of TM 5-3805-29624P (Jun 13), is the wrong NSN.

Send Us Your Ps Toast
In June 2016, PS Magazine celebrates its 65th year. Like most magazines, we work months
ahead, so we’re already seeking “happy anniversary” stories. Operators, mechanics, supervisors
and commanders, tell us if PS ever saved your bacon or just plain made your day. Got a favorite
article or character? Did our reader service answer a burning question? We’ll feature some
reader toasts in a special edition. Put “PS Toast” in the subject line and email:
usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil

Black Hawk’s DACU Stock Suspended

FMTV Interconnecting Box
Revisited

120M Grader

Page 14 of PS 753 (Aug 15) provided an email
address for requesting a free FMTV interconnecting
box. Unfortunately, a period was left out of that
address. If your FMTV’s serial number is 100,001 or
above, you can get the free interconnecting box,
minus shipping costs, by sending an email to:
christopher.grasso@dyn-intl.com

Get the right-side (curb-side) wiper
motor and assembly for your 120M
road grader with NSN 2540-01-4554834. The motor is missing from Fig
123 in TM 5-3805-293-24P (Mar 11) and
is not interchangeable with the leftside wiper motor.

Wiper Motor

Green CSS-VSATs Need Reset, Upgrade
Units, all remaining green Combat Service Support Very Small Aperture Terminals (CSS-VSATs),
NSN 5895-01-526-8838 (LIN J97857), need to go to Reset and also need to be upgraded. ALARACT
123/2015 has specific instructions. You’ll find ALARACTs on AKO. Folders are filed by year. Grab
your CAC and go to: https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/550282

Attention: LIW Users in Theater
To get Logistics Information Warehouse (LIW) technical assistance in theater from the Logistics
Support Activity (LOGSA), email:
usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.service-desk@mail.mil
For theater training support, email:
usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.training-support-to-theater@mail.mil
Note: The former support email address no longer works. Any email sent there will not
be forwarded.
(usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.arforgen-support@mail.mil)

DISTRIBUTION: To be distributed in accordance with the initial distribution number (IDN) 340312, requirements for the TB 43-PS-Series.

All serviceable stock for the UH/HH-60M Black Hawk’s data acquisition concentrator unit (DACU),
NSN 6610-01-557-9608, is suspended until further notice. The NSN has two part numbers, 7060003811-101 and 280930. You can find all the details to identify bad DACUs in aviation safety action
message (ASAM) H-60-15-ASAM-05. A solution is in the works to fix the problem. Got questions?
Contact the item manager, Heri Rodriquez, DSN 746-5269, (256) 876-5269 or email:
heriberto.rodriquez2.civ@mail.mil
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Foreign Object Debris...
It’s YOUR Responsibility
FOD is
caused by
people and
it takes
people to
get rid of
FOD!

I’VE GOT
YOU, FOD!

yikes!

oh,no!
Now I’ve
goT yOU,
FOD!

HELLLP!

